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Firmware change logs for Nokia Lumia (Windows
Phone) devices
This is a community page for listing information about Nokia Lumia (Windows Phone) device firmware versions. Please feel free to add your own findings.
Note:
Bug reports can be filed here
Instructions for updating your Nokia phone can be found here
The firmware change log information for other Nokia Platforms can be found under See Also or via Nokia firmware change logs
See the Windows Phone Home page for more information about the developer opportunities on Nokia Lumia devices.

Windows Phone 8 :

Lumia 520
Existing device hardware version/s: RM-914, RM-915 & RM-916
Supported end-user update method/s: FOTA
Nokia Lumia 520 1030.6408.1309.00xx SW release:
This is the sales start SW for the device.

Lumia 620
Existing device hardware version/s: RM-846 ("global")
Supported end-user update method/s: FOTA
Lumia 620 1030.6407.1308.00xx SW release:
Improved touch screen performance
Enhancements to system stability
Enhancements to camera picture quality, such as corrected camera exposure when the flash is used in bright light conditions.
Lumia 620 1030.6407.1307.0001 SW release:
This was the sales start SW for the device in India.
Lumia 620 1030.5603.1250.00xx SW release:
This was the sales start SW for the device on most countries/regions.

Lumia 720
Existing device hardware version/s: RM-885 ("global") & RM-887
Supported end-user update method/s: FOTA
Lumia 720 1030.6409.1311.00xx SW release:
This is the sales start SW for the device.

Lumia 810
Existing device hardware version/s: RM-878
Supported end-user update method/s: FOTA
Change log of Lumia 810 1532.5951.1250.1004 SW release:
More efficient Messaging, allowing you to save draft messages, edit forwarded multimedia messages, select multiple recipients at once, and respond to
a call with a text message
Improved performance, audio quality, and connection stability for Bluetooth
Improved compatibility, stability, and performance for micro-SD card
Improved battery level metering
Improved stability, speed, and functionality for the camera
Can now better control data costs: you can prevent automatic fallback from a Wi-Fi network to a mobile data network and keep Wi-Fi always on to off-
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Performance and stability improvements
Lumia 810 1532.2108.1242.2001 SW release:
This was the sales start SW for the device.

Lumia 820
Supported end-user update method/s: FOTA
Change log of Lumia 820 1232.5957.1308.00xx SW release:
Improved automatic display brightness adjustment
Fix for intermittent screen blanking during a call
Updated proximity sensor parameters
Performance and stability improvements
Change log of Lumia 820 1232.5951.1249.10xx SW release:
More efficient Messaging, allowing you to save draft messages, edit forwarded multimedia messages, select multiple recipients at once, and respond to
a call with a text message
Improved performance, audio quality, and connection stability for Bluetooth
Improved compatibility, stability, and performance for micro-SD card
Improved battery level metering
Improved stability, speed, and functionality for the camera
Can now better control data costs: you can prevent automatic fallback from a Wi-Fi network to a mobile data network and keep Wi-Fi always on to offload network usage to Wi-Fi
More efficient and reliable start-up sequence
Performance and stability improvements
Lumia 820 1232.2109.1242.10xx SW release:
This was the sales start SW for the device on most regions.

Lumia 822
Existing device hardware version/s: RM-845 (USA)
Supported end-user update method/s: FOTA
Change log of Lumia 822 1532.5951.1250.1012 SW release:
More efficient Messaging, allowing you to save draft messages, edit forwarded multimedia messages, select multiple recipients at once, and respond to
a call with a text message
Improved performance, audio quality, and connection stability for Bluetooth
Improved compatibility, stability, and performance for micro-SD card
Improved battery level metering
Improved stability, speed, and functionality for the camera
Can now better control data costs: you can prevent automatic fallback from a Wi-Fi network to a mobile data network and keep Wi-Fi always on to offload network usage to Wi-Fi
Performance and stability improvements
Lumia 822 1532.2108.1244.0003 SW release
This was the sales start SW for the device.

Lumia 920
Existing device hardware version/s: RM-820, RM-821 & RM-822
Supported end-user update method/s: FOTA
Change log of Lumia 920 1232.5957.1308.00xx SW release:
Improved automatic display brightness adjustment
Fix for intermittent screen blanking during a call
Updated proximity sensor parameters
Performance and stability improvements
Change log of Lumia 920 1232.5951.1249.10xx SW release:
More efficient Messaging, allowing you to save draft messages, edit forwarded multimedia messages, select multiple recipients at once, and respond to
a call with a text message
Improved performance, audio quality, and connection stability for Bluetooth
Improved battery level metering
Improved stability, speed, and functionality for the camera
Can now better control data costs: you can prevent automatic fallback from a Wi-Fi network to a mobile data network and keep Wi-Fi always on to offload network usage to Wi-Fi
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More efficient and reliable start-up sequence
Performance and stability improvements
Lumia 920 1232.2109.1242.10xx SW release:
This was the sales start SW for the device on most regions.

Lumia 920T
Existing device hardware version/s: RM-867 (China)
Supported end-user update method/s: FOTA
Change log of Lumia 920T 2041.0009.1310.0001 SW release:
(this is a placeholder)
Change log of Lumia 920T 2041.0009.1308.1002 SW release:
(this is a placeholder)
Lumia 920T 2039.0003.1500.0001/2039.0003.1501.0001 SW release:
This was the sales start SW for the device.

Windows Phone 7 :

Lumia 505
Existing device hardware version/s: RM-923 (Latin Americas)
Supported end-user update method/s: Zune
Lumia 505 1102.0000.8858.12460/1102.0000.8858.12461 SW release:
This was the sales start SW for the device.

Lumia 510
Existing device hardware version/s: RM-889 ("global") & RM-898 (Latin Americas)
Supported end-user update method/s: Zune
Change log of Lumia 510 1102.0000.8858.124x0 SW release:
New start screen experience with resizable tiles: to change the size, tap and hold the live tile
Theme colours added
Lock screen improvements: Bing photo of the day as wallpaper, and accidental input protection for the security code
After the update, check out Nokia Collection in Marketplace for new or updated Nokia apps, such as Bluetooth Share
Lumia 510 1102.0000.8779.1239x SW release:
This was the sales start SW for the device on most regions.

Lumia 610
Existing device hardware versions/s: RM-835 & RM-849
Supported end-user update method/s: Zune
Change log of Nokia Lumia 610 1066.0000.8858.124x0 SW release:
New start screen experience with resizable tiles: to change the size, tap and hold the live tile
Theme colours added
Lock screen improvements: Bing photo of the day as wallpaper, and accidental input protection for the security code
After the update, check out Nokia Collection in Marketplace for new or updated Nokia apps, such as Bluetooth Share
Change log of Nokia Lumia 610 1066.0000.8779.12340 SW release:
Improved camera performance
Usability and performance improvements
Change log of Nokia Lumia 610 1066.0000.8779.12201 SW release:
Marketplace account creation is now possible for residents of Bahrain, Iraq, Israel, Kazakhstan, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, Thailand, United Arab Emirates, and
Vietnam
Improved sound level of the alarm tones during voice calls
Enhanced sensitivity for proximity sensor performance
Music player audio availability even while the Radio is playing in the background
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Improvement to your phone’s screen colours in low light conditions
Usability and performance improvements
Nokia Lumia 610 1066.0000.8773.12160 SW release:
This was the sales start SW for the device on most other regions.
Nokia Lumia 610 1066.0000.8773.12141 SW release:
This was the sales start SW for the device in most SEAP countries.

Lumia 610C
Existing device hardware versions/s: RM-836 (China)
Supported end-user update method/s: Zune
Lumia 610C 1066.0000.8773.1222x SW release:
This was the sales start SW for the device.

Lumia 710
Existing device hardware version/s: RM-803 ("global") & RM-809 (Latin Americas)
Supported end-user update method/s: Zune
Change log of Lumia 710 1600.3036.8858.13030 firmware release:
This SW release is only for RM-809 & Brazil variant
Change log of Lumia 710 1600.3036.885x.124x0 firmware release:
New start screen experience with resizable tiles: to change the size, tap and hold the live tile
Theme colours added
Lock screen improvements: Bing photo of the day as wallpaper, and accidental input protection for the security code
Camera improvements
After the update, check out Nokia Collection in Marketplace for new or updated Nokia apps, such as Bluetooth Share
Change log of Lumia 710 1600.3031.8779.12180 firmware release:
Internet sharing (Wi-Fi Hotspot) — Share your phone’s internet connection over Wi-Fi with up to five other devices or computers
Flip to silence — Silence incoming calls by turning your phone face down.
Change log of Lumia 710 1600.3031.8773.12121 firmware release:
Latest version of the Windows Phone operating system
Internet sharing (Wi-Fi Hotspot) — Share your phone's internet connection over Wi-Fi with up to five other devices or computers.
Flip to silence — Silence incoming calls by turning your phone face down.
Download new apps from Marketplace, such as camera extras, including smart group shot and self-timer, Contacts share, and Play To, a DLNA app for
showing your content wirelessly.
Usability and performance improvements
Change log of Lumia 710 1600.3015.8107.12070 firmware release:
General usability and performance improvements
Change log of Lumia 710 1600.3013.8107.11502 firmware release:
Enhanced calling to service numbers containing the * and # characters
Enhanced usability with text messages (international characters, longer messages)
Better audio quality when using the built-in loudspeaker
Latest Microsoft operating system version 7.10.8107.79
Lumia 710 1600.3007.7740.11465 firmware release:
This was the sales start SW for the device.

Lumia 800
Existing device hardware version/s: RM-801 ("global") & RM-819 (Latin Americas)
Supported end-user update method/s: Zune
Change log of Nokia Lumia 800 1750.0823.885x.124x0 firmware release:
New start screen experience with resizable tiles: to change the size, tap and hold the live tile
Theme colours added
Lock screen improvements: Bing photo of the day as wallpaper, and accidental input protection for the security code
After the update, check out Nokia Collection in Marketplace for new or updated Nokia apps, such as Bluetooth Share
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Change log of Nokia Lumia 800 1750.0805.8773.12220 firmware release:
Latest Windows Phone operating system (version 7.10.8773.98)
Internet sharing (Wi-Fi Hotspot) — Share your phone's internet connection over Wi-Fi with up to five other devices or computers.
Flip to silence — Silence incoming calls by turning your phone face down.
Fix to prevent the volume of the ringtone from temporarily increasing

Download new apps from Marketplace, such as camera extras, including smart group shot and self-timer, Contacts share, and Play To, a DLNA app for
showing your content wirelessly.
Usability and performance improvements
Can attach multiple pictures,videos, audios and ringtons to text messages
Feature related to SIM card contact is added. Import contact from SIM card vice-versa is possible
Change log of Nokia Lumia 800 1600.2487.8107.12070 firmware release:
Enhanced battery standby and talk time performance
Battery capacity icon instead of question mark on top right of screen
Improved bass in audio performance
Soft-key illumination at all brightness levels
Fixes for device performance issues including self-reboots, freezes and call-ending
Change log of Nokia Lumia 800 1600.2483.8107.11501/1600.2483.8106.11500 firmware release:
Improved battery performance
Better Wi-Fi connectivity
Better voicemail notification
Change log of Lumia 800 1600.2479.7740.11451 firmware release:
Charging improvements
Voicemail notification improvement
Replying to mail improved for Microsoft Exchange 2003 users
Improved display switching in bright light
Improved audio quality
Lumia 800 1600.2475.7720.11414 firmware release:
This was the sales start SW for the device.

Lumia 800C
Existing device hardware version/s: RM-802 (China)
Supported end-user update method/s: Zune
Change log of Lumia 800C 1750.0800.8773.12221 SW release:
(this is a placeholder)
Change log of Lumia 800C 1750.0800.8773.12140 SW release:
(this is a placeholder)
Lumia 800C 1750.0800.8773.12120 SW release:
This was the sales start SW for the device.

Lumia 900
Existing device hardware variants: RM-823 ("global") & RM-808 (AT&T USA / North Americas)
Supported end-user update method/s: Zune
Change log of Nokia Lumia 900 is SW 2175.2905.885x.124x0 firmware release:
This firmware release is only for the global variant (RM-823)
New start screen experience with resizable tiles: to change the size, tap and hold the live tile
Theme colours added
Lock screen improvements: Bing photo of the day as wallpaper, and accidental input protection for the security code
After the update, check out Nokia Collection in Marketplace for new or updated Nokia apps, such as Bluetooth Share
Change log of Nokia Lumia 900 is SW 2175.2503.8779.12301 firmware release:
This firmware release is only for the global variant (RM-823)
Enhanced camera performance, including launching the camera while the phone is locked, better white balance and backlight exposure performance,
and improved autofocus in close-up mode
Several photos and voice clips can be attached to multimedia messages
Enhancements to charging and startup when battery has completely drained
Usability and performance improvements
Change log of Nokia Lumia 900 is SW 2175.2307.8858.12480 firmware release:
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???
Change log of Nokia Lumia 900 is SW 2175.2301.8779.12310 firmware release:
This firmware release is only for RM-808 variant and Telcel Mexico customers
???
Change log of Nokia Lumia 900 2175.2301.8779.12223 firmware release:
This firmware release is only for the AT&T variant (RM-808)
Latest version of Flip to silence – silence incoming calls by turning your phone face down
Performance enhancements when phone starts up
Enhanced camera performance, including improvements when launching the camera while the phone is locked
Other minor adjustments and enhancements
Change log of Nokia Lumia 900 2175.2101.8779.12201 firmware release:
This SW release is only for the global device variant (RM-823)
Enhanced sensitivity for proximity sensor performance
Improvement to your phone’s screen colours in low light conditions
Lumia 900 2175.1601.8773.12141 SW release:
This SW release is only for the global device variant (RM-823)
This was the sales start SW for the device on most regions
Change log of Nokia Lumia 900 2175.1003.8112.12085 firmware release:
This firmware release is only for the AT&T variant (RM-808)
Removes purple hue which affected the screen of some devices in low light conditions
Enhanced sensitivity for proximity sensor performance
Other minor adjustments and enhancements
Change log of Nokia Lumia 900 2175.1002.8112.12084 firmware release:
This firmware release is only for the AT&T variant (RM-808)
Fixes data connectivity issues
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